Drawing on either side of the brain.
Although both the cerebral laterality of processing visual information and human drawing skill have long been sources of investigation, there is not much empirical work combining the two. In this study, an attempt was made to explore if known different specialisations of the two cerebral hemispheres could help in predicting qualities of drawings produced by each hand. For this purpose, an amateur artist who is able to draw with either the left or the right hand produced a series of realistic drawings of 3D objects. Then 28 participants rated the drawings for several predetermined perceptual and aesthetic properties. The participants judged drawings made with the left hand as superior to those made with the right hand. Given that the right hemisphere controls the left hand, we suggest that this hand might also benefit from the more direct access to lateralised areas that are involved in the processing aspects of visual information and spatial properties (e.g., depth and shading). These perceptual processes may thus play an important role in the ability to draw realistic depictions of objects.